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Abstract
The use of information systems in the health care area specifically in Mobile health
care, can result in delivering high quality and efficient patient care. At the same
time, using electronic systems for sharing information contributes to some challenges
regarding privacy and access control. Despite the importance of this issue, there is a
lack of frameworks in this area. In this research, we propose a trust-based model for
information sharing between mobile health care applications. This model consists of
two parts, the first part calculates the needed amount of trust for sharing a specific
part of information for each user, and the second part calculates the (contextual)
current existing amount of trust. A decision about sharing information would be made
based on a comparison between the components. Different scenarios of information
sharing are provided. Using mathematical analysis, we illustrate how the model works
in these scenarios. To provide the ability of comparison between current models and
the proposed model, an iOS applcation as a representative of the model is designed
and implemented. To examine the model, a within subject user study is conducted.
In this study users interacted with both Apple health interface and the trust reasoning
application. Results, highlighted that the proposed application has an impact on the
user’s perception and awareness of privacy. The proposed model was chosen as the
preferred model by users.
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Development of technology has enabled mobile devices as appropriate tools for facil-
itating health care of various types, in what is known as mHealth. mHealth provides
the opportunity to store and share the health information of a patient in their per-
sonal devices in order to enhance and deliver more efficient and personal services,
from fitness advice to more physician-oriented tools. However, security of the infor-
mation, in addition to access control measures, are among the controversial issues in
this area [53]. Health care applications collect and share various types of information
regarding physical activities and the lifestyles of users in addition to their medical
and physiological information [48]. Collection of broader sensitive information raises
privacy issues that should be better managed [13].
To address this, in this thesis, we are proposing a trust model which is used
by the owners of the information to help them make decisions about sharing their
information or part of it with a specific application. To formalize the trust value
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for each purpose of information, there are two components of a trust model which
must be calculated. The first component of the model calculates the amount of trust
which each person needs for sharing a specific part of the information. The second
component of the model calculates the amount of trust already extant between a
device and the application which is asking for the information. In the end, claculated
trust values of each component would be compared and decision would be made.
1.1 Motivation
Use of health information which is collected through mobile devices can improve
quality of care [78]. However, privacy and security measures are not able to address
the concerns regarding these issues. According to the National Committee for Vital
and Health Statistics (NCVHS), health information privacy is “An individual’s right
to control the acquisition, uses, or disclosures of his or her identifiable health data.
Confidentiality, which is closely related, refers to the obligations of those who receive
information to respect the privacy interests of those to whom the data relate. Security
is altogether different. It refers to physical, technological, or administrative safeguards
or tools used to protect identifiable health data from unwarranted access or disclosure”
[8].
In 2015 more than 24,000 health mobile application existed for iOS and Android.
The majority of applications (95.63%) pose potential damage regarding security and
privacy [25]. Recently, both Google and Apple announced new platforms for health
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apps such as HealthKit [2], ResearchKit and GoogleKit [4], which provide the possi-
bility of information sharing between health care applications in one place.
We consider Apple HealthKit as an example. Currently, each application is indi-
vidually responsible for obtaining the trust of the user in order to get access to their
health information. Health information has been divided into different categories.
However, once the user shares their information, they have no further control over
it. There has been extensive research in this area, however, this research has been
focused on making policies or implementing traditional mechanisms such as data en-
cryption. Considering the importance of this information, in addition to usual privacy
measurements, other considerations in design such as privacy in design, and need to
be met.
1.2 Objectives
The first part of the thesis investigates information systems in the health care area,
specifically in mobile healthcare and its privacy issues. Aiming to solve these issues,
B-trust model is presented. Development of an interface based the presented model
in Chapter 4 is required in order to investigate the usability of the model. In order to
investigate how the mobile users experience and understand privacy while they are
using health information applications, and whether the proposed interface can result
in privacy improvements in systems or not, as well as improving privacy awareness in
users, a human study has been conducted. Moreover, the study aimed to answer the
3
following research questions:
• RQ1: How do mobile users experience privacy while they are using health
information-based applications?
H0: The Apple Health application has a positive impact on the user’s percepc-
tion about privacy.
H1: The Trust-reasoning application has a positive impact on the user’s per-
ception about privacy.
• RQ3:Does the proposed model and interface result in privacy awareness?
H0: The Apple Health application has a positive impact on the user’s awareness
about the privacy of their health information.
H1: The Trust-reasoning application has a positive impact on the user’s aware-
ness about the privacy of their health information.
• RQ2:Does our proposed interface help bring privacy ?
H0: The Apple Health application has a positive impact on the user’s confidence
level for collection and share of their health data by their smart phone.
H1: The Trust-reasoning application has a positive impact on the user’s confi-
dence level for collection and share of their health data by their smart phone.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the basic theoretical back-
ground, where some preliminaries on Health Information Systems and mobile health-
care are presented. It continues with an overview of trust models and use of them in
health information systems. After describing Apple’s HealthKit framework in Chap-
ter 3, Chapter 4 presents some notations and definitions which are used in the model,
alongside the model itself. The model is evaluated through theoretical analysis in 5.
In Chapter 6 the design criteria and development method of the iOS application is
presented. This chapter also presents a user study. This user study illustrates the
differences between the trust-based model interface and the current in use interface.




The advent of communication, wireless and mobile devices has revolutionized the
process of information sharing and storing. With approximately 5 billion users of
smartphones, there is a great opportunity for mobile devices to be part of health
care services [44]. At the same time, use of mobile devices in the healthcare area
can improve diagnosis and treatment guidelines, patient information and adminis-
trative efficiency [76]. In this regard, information sharing in health care has a great
importance due to the sensitivity of the information in this field. This thesis looks at
current privacy policies and systems for health information management, and main
strengths and problems with these systems.
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2.1 Health Information Management
Systems that use data processing, information and knowledge in order to deliver
high quality and efficient patient care in a health care environment are called Health
Information Systems [40]. During the last decades, there has been an enormous
movement towards computer-based systems from paper-based systems in health care
environments [43]. Computer based systems provided the possibility of patient centric
systems instead of location based ones [14]. Furthermore, the targeted users of these
systems have changed as well. At the beginning, computer-based systems used to
target only health care professionals, but as time passed, they also involved patients
and their relatives [39]. Developments in these systems over the last few years, provide
the possibility of the use of data for care planning and clinical research as well as
for patient care purposes [39]. Moreover, continuous health status monitoring using
wearable devices such as sensors and watches advances the state of the art for personal
health care [52]. Expansions in the use of data and health information in parallel with
advancements in technology contributed to the development of different architectures
and information systems in this field, including mobile healthcare.
2.1.1 Mobile Health
Mobile health care, m-health, is the use of mobile devices in the health care area in
order to improve the quality of care [78]. Special characteristics of mobile devices
make them an excellent choice for this purpose, including mobility, the ability to
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seamlessly access information and their ubiquity [78]. Employing technologies such
as text messaging for tracking purposes, cameras for data collection, and their ability
to use cellular networks for Internet connection, enable mobile devices to act as an
ideal platform for the delivery of health services [47]. Determining the exact location
through employing positioning technology, is also helpful for emergency situations [78]
and device comfort purposes [55].
Poket Doktor System(PDS) is one of the primary architectures in this area. This
system includes an electronic patient device which contains electronic health care
records, health care provider devices and communication links between them [83].
One of the major uses of mobile devices in health care is for monitoring purposes.
Intelligent mobile health monitoring system (IMHMS) [75], introduces an architecture
which is a combination of 3 main parts. Through a wearable body network, the system
collects data and sends it to the patient’s personal network. This network logically
decides whether to send the information to an intelligent medical server or not. The
intelligent medical server is monitored by the specialist. Due to the broadness of the
field different monitoring systems have been introduced for specific purposes.
2.1.2 Privacy
Deploying information systems in the health care area has resulted in higher efficiency
and quality of care [39]. At the same time, these systems have contributed to some
challenges including privacy and access control. [48] determines five major factors
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which impact on privacy.
• Establishment of policy and regulations and implementing them.
• Production of in need hardware and software.
• Distribution and management system.
• Public key infrastructures.
Some architectures have been introduced in order to improve privacy in health care
area. [86] presents a security capsule with token management architecture in order
to have secure transmission and data storage on device. Some models also worked
on access control for health care systems based on the user’s behaviours [91]. In [93]
the authors recognize the increasing need for protection of resources in information
systems in networked environments. They propose a framework to minimize the
risk of unauthorized access whilst supporting selective information sharing in role-
based systems. The framework utilizes delegations as a means to propagate access
to protected resources by trusted users. However, this model considers only access
issues to the information and it does not look at information flow.
2.2 Trust Models in Health care Information Systems
The use of Trust Models in electronic health care can be classified into two groups:
sharing information and electronic health records and monitoring patients. [18] in-
troduced Cassandra, a trust management system that is flexible in the level of ex-
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pressiveness of the language by selecting an appropriate constraint domain. Also,
they present the results of a case study, a security policy for a National Electronic
Health Record system, demonstrating that Cassandra is expressive enough for large-
scale real-world applications with highly complex policy requirements. They identify
implementation steps including; building a prototype, testing the EHR policy in a
more realistic setting, and producing web-based EHR user interfaces [18]. This model
is also interested only in access control policies and cannot act as a decision support
tool for the user.
Considering the importance of security in wireless data communication, [23] reviews
the characteristics of a secure system and proposes a trust evaluation model for health
care systems. Data confidentiality, authentication, access control and privacy are ex-
amples of mentioned security issues. In this system, nodes are representative of each
component of the system. A trust relationship between nodes has been evaluated to
determine the trustworthiness of each node. The main difference between this system
and other related works is that the trust value of each node is computed based on an
exponential function. This leads to an increase of past behaviour impact on trust [23].
This model only calculates trust based on its past behaviour and it does not consider
the preferences of the user.
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2.3 Trust Management
Advances in technology and communication systems have contributed to change in
many areas including commerce, information sharing, storing and communication.
Because of this, deciding to share information with other parties or buying and selling
through online systems has become a controversial issue. Trust Management is an
approach to deal with this problem.
Trust has roots in social sciences and can be defined as the degree of subjective
belief about the behaviours of another party [20]. Trust management computerizes
in some way the human notion of trust. Using formalized trust many models have
been developed for different applications such as healthcare [21], telecommuting [37],
mobile computing [88] and electronic commerce [45].
2.3.1 Definition of Trust
Trust plays an important role in people’s daily lives. Without trust, efficiency and
dynamism would decrease [36]. Moreover, society may become in danger of collapse
[22]. However, there is no identical definition of trust for everyone [59]. Trust can be
studied from different perspectives, depending on the person whom defines trust and
the type of trust [56]. In addition, there is wide spectrum of literature for defining
trust since trust has been studied in different fields such as evolutionary biology [17],
sociology [51], social psychology [27], economics [38], history [32] and philosophy [49].
Looking at trust from the psychological point of view, Morton Deutch’s definition of
11
trust is one of the most accepted. In [26], he states that, when an individual is in
an ambiguous path, two conditions might happen. The first path might contribute
to beneficial event (V+) while the other one might lead to a harmful one (V-). If
occurrence of each event depends on the other party and the possibility of occurrence
of the (V-) is greater than the possibility of occurrence of (V+), and the person still
chooses the harmful path, he made a trust decision [26].
In sociology, Luhmann’s definition of trust is widely accepted. He describes trust as a
tool to reduce the complexity of life [50]. Likewise, Bernard Barber, has a sociological
view of trust. Moreover, there is an element of future expectations in his definition
of trust. According to Barber, “trust is expectation of the persistence and fulfillment
of the natural and moral social order. He added two more expectations which are: 1.
Expectations of technically competent role performance from those we interact with in
social relationship and systems and 2. Expectations that a party would have from the
other party in an interaction in order to do their obligations and responsibilities [16].
Gambetta is one of the scientists who holds a multidisciplinary view of trust. He
defines trust as a particular level of subjective probability. For instance, in a scenario
where an agent assesses another agent or group of agents, the agent will perform a
particular action both in a situation before monitoring the action or in a context
which he can monitor actions [32].
According to the literature, trust is conceptual and depending on the situation can
have different meanings. This will contribute to different models of trust for different
12
uses and also different trust models for the same purpose [60].
2.3.2 Computing Trust
Trust has been studied in various fields and can be deployed based on context. How-
ever, society is common theme in all areas. Whether we are living in a society and
playing our roles as actual human beings or we are in virtual world and interacting
with other agents, we need trust to survive [22]. The need of trust in virtual society,
leads to formalizing trust. The idea of formalizing a concept or behaviour is not
new. Philosophers and artists such as Plato, Aristotle, and Michelangelo attempted
to mathematically formalize different behaviours.
There are different ways for computing behaviour, specifically trust, and consid-
erable research has done in the area.
Terminology
Some terms are needed in order to be used in formalizing trust:
Entities: Entities are subjects and objects of trust relationship. They can be ele-
ments of trust decision such as people or agents.
Trust Value: The trust value is a numeric value assigned to trust and it is used to
measure the degree of trust [70].
The term Trust Management as introduced by Blaze is a unified approach to
specifying and interpreting security policies, credentials relationships which allows
direct authorization of security-critical actions [20].
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Sources of Information
Trust models consider different sources of information to calculate trust value. Some
of them only take into account “traditional” sources such as experiences and obser-
vations. These models take into account previous interactions with the other party.
Also, it is possible for them to witness interactions of the party in question with
other agents [71]. More complex models also consider sociological aspects of agent to
calculate a trust value. As in the real world, in virtual societies each agent has roles.
The trust relationship between the agents is based on their sociological relationship
and the role that they are playing in the society at that time [71]. Capturing social
relation data is possible by various methods such as social network analysis. However,
this kind of analysis depends on the availability of relational data [74]. Using this
data it possible to calculate trust value for social partners.
Trust and Reputation Models
The earliest model of computerized trust was the one proposed by Marsh [56]. He
considered three types of trust in his model.
• Basic trust which is calculated based on all accumulated experiences of an
agent.
• General trust which is an estimate of trust in an agent without considering a
specific situation.
• Situational trust which is an estimate of trust in an agent considering a
14
specific situation.
Calculating trust value both based on the agents itself and also their situation ia
the basis of our trust model as well. The use of reputation models is common in
online market places such as Amazon Auctions and eBay [62]. eBay, for example,
uses a reputation mechanism in which users are able to give three values: positive,
negative and neutral, to their transaction. eBay calculates the reputation value as
the sum of the values over the previous six months [3]. Likewise, Amazon calculates
the reputation value based on the average value of the reviews [1]. In this case
their sources of information are only based on witness information (information from
previous transactions).
Evolving these kind of reputation models, Sporas was introduced [92]. This model
considers the rating of the most recent interaction of two parties. Moreover, users with
very high reputation values experience fewer changes after each update in comparison
to users with low reputation values. In comparison to other reputation models, this
one is more robust to changes in the user’s behavior [92]. Schillo et al [72], proposed
a trust model in which the result of an interaction is good or bad and there is no level
of satisfaction. This model is based on probability theory. Thus, the model calculates
the amount of trust that agent A gives to agent Q as in the probability that agent Q
will be honest. Esfandiari and Chandrasekharan proposed a model based on two one-
on-one acquisition mechanisms [30]. In the first method they use Bayesian network
to perform trust acquisition and in the second trust acquisition method is based on
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interaction. Generally, there are two protocols of interactions. Exploratory protocol
where the agents ask other agents about known things to evaluate their degree of
trust, and querycontrol where agents may ask advice from trusted agents [30].
In [63], the authors developed a trust-based algorithm for a messaging system.
In this algorithm, each node has been assigned a trust value based on its behaviour.
At the same time, each message was divided into 4 parts and only nodes with the
total trust value were able to read all parts of the messages. However, the nodes
themselves, were not categorized based on their trust value.
Reviewing the state of art shows that although various models have been intro-
duced, they scarcely address context. Moreover, the models are mostly deciding only
based on the requestor not the preferences of the owner of the information. These
issues, highlight the need for a comprehensive trust model.
2.3.3 Trust, Privacy and Security
Security mechanisms protect systems from non-authorized parties. There are some
challenges that are not addressed by traditional methods. Traditional methods, usu-
ally limits the access for authorized users. However, detecting authorized requestors
is a complex issue in information sharing. Moreover, information providers might
also mislead users by providing false information. These types of problems can be
addressed by trust models [42].
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2.3.4 Comfort
Comfort, is defined as “A feeling of relief or encouragement, a satisfying or enjoyable
experience” [85]. Device comfort is concept that uses a notion of trust to let a
personal device better reason about an interaction and suggest decision. Context
and behaviour of the users are some of the influential factors on comfort level [54].
As an information security methodology, device comfort can act as a perfect tool for
protecting health care information. [55] introduced a three layer architecture which
can reason about sharing of medical information for based on context.
Based on this feel of comfort, the device makes decisions. In this research, the
comfort level is used by device in order to decide about a sharing situation. The
device tries to know the user, their likes and dislikes and their behaviors in different
situations. Using this data, the device can reason that in which scenarios, user would
trust and vise versa.
2.4 Conclusions
Investigating healthcare information sharing models, showed that privacy models aim
to address general concerns for information privacy [89]. However, privacy is also
situation specific [73]. Then, it is significant to distinguish between general privacy
and context based privacy. Furthermore, several pioneering studies examined general
privacy risks and few frameworks specifically designed for mobile privacy issues [90].
Moreover, privacy and security models in health applications results in limitation
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of performance [13]. This raises the need of privacy models with no significant effect
on the performance of the application while it addresses the privacy concerns of the
user.
Reviewing the state of the art, highlighted that there is a need for comprehensive
trust model specifically in health. Considering current issues, a contextual trust
model can perfectly act as a security tool in this area. In the next chapter, we review






Mobile devices and applications have been reviewed from various aspects such as
security [24], privacy [13], medical implications [65], user implications [87], software
engineering [61]. In addition to mobile health applications itself, new platforms such
as Apple HealthKit were introduced which enable the health apps to connect to each
other [6]. However, mostly the focus of the research in this area is on the functionality
of the application and information security is only scarcely addressed [25]. In this
chapter, we review the process model of Health Kit design in addition to current
privacy issues in this area.
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3.2 HealthKit Design
The HealthKit framework, which was introduced by Apple in iOS 8, lets health and
fitness applications as well as smart devices gather health information about a user in
one location. The framework provides services in order to share data between health
and fitness applications. Through the HealthKit framework different applications can
get access to each other’s data with the user’s permission. Users also can view, add,
delete and manage data in addition to edit sharing permission using this app [6]. The
framework can automatically save data from compatible Bluetooth LE heart rate
monitors and the M7 motion co-processor into the HealthKit store [5].
In order to provide applications with data, HealthKit contains some predefined
lists which constrain the data type and units. Moreover, HealthKit produces hierar-
chical subclasses of data [5].
Each data item can be stored inside the HealthKit store is called a HealthKit object
(HKObject). Each HKobject has the following properties:
• UUID: A unique identifier for the particular entry
• Source: The source of data
• Metadata: A dictionary which contains additional information about the entry.
HKobjects fall into two categories: characteristics and samples. Characteristics rep-
resent data which does not change over time, such as blood type and biological sex.
Samples are data that change over time. A sample object describes data at specific
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time and has properties including type, start date and end date.
3.2.1 HealthKit Store
All of the data that is managed by HealthKit is linked through the HealthKit store.
Each application needs to use the HealthKit store in order to request and get per-
mission for reading and sharing the health data [7]. There are different methods to
access data in the HealthKit store:
• Direct Method Calls: Through this method direct access to characteristic data
is possible. Direct Method Calls can be only used for this type of data.
• Sample Query: This general-purpose query can be used to access any type of
sample data. They are specifically useful for sorting results or limiting the
number of samples returned.
• Observer Query: This long running query can monitor the HealthKit store and
inform the user if any changes occur in matching samples.
• Anchored Object Query: Used in order to find out the newest samples which
have been added to the store. On the first run, it will bring all the matching
samples and in the following it will only bring the newer data.
• Statistics Query: Used to perform statistical calculations over the samples.
• Statistics Collection Query: Through this query, multiple statistics queries can
be performed over a period of fixed length time intervals.
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• Correlation Query: Used to for complex searches of data.
• Source Query: Used to search for the similar applications and sources which
use the same matching sample data [5].
All the health applications can store their collected data in HealthKit store. At
the same time, if another application asks such information, it can have access to it.
This model, does not consider the differences between the requestor applications and
their purpose of use. Figure 3.1 shows an example interface of HealthKit.
Figure 3.1: Example of Apple HealthKit interface
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3.3 Privacy in HealthKit
Currently each application is individually responsible for obtaining the trust of the
user in order to get access to their health information. Users can decide whether
to share data with that specific app or not. Users can also share some part of data
whilst not giving permission for sharing another part [5].
In order to maintain the privacy of a user’s data any application in the HealthKit
must have a privacy policy. Personal health records model and HIPAA guidelines can
be used in order to create these policies [5]. However, there is no control over data
when it is stored in the store.
3.4 Privacy in mHealth
mHealth systems are aimed to improve the quality of care and quality of life, however,
they generate privacy and security issues [12]. Privacy is important in any healthcare
information system, however, some factors differentiate mHealth. mHealth, allows
for more data collection. For example, by mobile applications ECG of a patient can
be recorded continuously for two weeks rather than a one minute recording every two
weeks. Moreover, mHealth can collect broader data about the patient. Applications
collect information about patient’s lifestyle and activities, locations and food. Also,
mHealth, provide the ability of information sharing with a wide spectrum of people,
including the healthcare system, insurance companies and other application [13]. In
this setting privacy is complex. The atient needs control over collection, recording
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and access to their health data [13].
Concern’s about one’s privacy varies among the human population [13]. These
concerns impede a user’s willing to share their information [19]. Furthermore, breach
of security and privacy of health information not only result into manipulation and
leakage of sensitive data, but also it might bring serious consequences like worsen
morbidity or death [13]. Considering current privacy issues in the area of health care,
in addition to definitions of privacy in this sector, raises the need of a tool which can
act as a decision support system for the user.
3.5 Conclusion
Privacy in this context is critically important as there is a large volume of personal
information on the network. New frameworks such as Apple HealthKit provide the
opportunity of sharing health information between various applications. However,
when information becomes available in the store, it can be stored and shared with
any requester despite the reputation level of the requester. Moreover, Apple’s model
of privacy does not categorize the information for specific purposes. It also, does not
consider the reliability of the requestor applications. These facts highlight the need
of a model for health information sharing, which can address the privacy issues.
In the next chapter, we introduce the B-trust model which can act as a decision




In this chapter, we introduce B-Trust, a trust model that considers both personal
and contextual aspects the user of the application. This model is intended to be used
by the owner of the information to make decisions about sharing their health (or
indeed, any) information, or part of it, with a specific application. The model acts
as a decision support tool for sharing information by category, purpose and context,
taking into account differences in the behaviour of users, various third parties who
are seeking for the information, and environmental conditions. After describing the
working process of the model, each component of the model is presented. Figure 4.1
shows a conceptual overview of the model’s working process. For example, Tracy
as a user, has a specific comfort level for sharing her fitness information for research
purposes. She is willing to share her information after a week passed of data collection.
Based on this information (Cfitness, Presearch, Tweek), the model would calculate a trust
level (T),for the collected information.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of B-trust model
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On the other hand, a requestor application of such information (Cfitness, Presearch),
would be evaluated based on factors such as its rating, Rv, recommender (It). More-
over, the number of trusted users of the application (who have installed it) is influ-
ential on this evaluation. For instance, two of Tracy’s friends on social network are
using the same application. In the end, the threshold for this application (TH), would
be calculated. If this threshold can reach user’s trust level (T), the information would
be shared. Otherwise, the requestor application cannot get access to this information.
4.1 Calculation of the Trust Value for Specific Types
of Information
Personal dispositions and experiences such as current health status and risk beliefs
have an impact on the individual decision making process [15]. To address and calcu-
late the trust value for each purpose of information, there are two components which
must be calculated. The first component of the model calculates the amount of trust
that each person needs for sharing a specific part of the information. In previous
example, Tracy’s trust level addresses this value. The amount of trust that already
exists between a device and the application which is asking for the information is
calculated through the second component of the model. Again, in the provided ex-
ample the calculated threshold addresses this value. In the end, by comparing the
two values, advice on sharing the information is given. We consider a scenario in
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which information has been categorized based on its type in the health care sector.
At the time of calculation of the trust value by the first layer of the model, we assume
that there is no user knowledge of the application which is seeking the information.
Table 4.1 summarizes the notations used in this chapter.
Table 4.1: Explanation of Notations
Symbols Explanation
S Sensitivity of information
C Category of information agent
j The index of information categories
nc Number of information categories
A Application agent
i The index of applications
P Purpose of use of information
k The index of user purposes
mp Number of usage purposes
Si0,j0 Basic threshold
Td Recency of information
C0 Default Trust value for all of the categories
P0 Default Trust value for all of the purposes
R Rating of application agent
v Representative of application rating
SN Social network agent
u Representative of number of mutual friends
I Installer of the application agent
t Representative of the installer of the application
TH Threshold for information sharing
T Trust value
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4.2 The Personal Perspective
People’s behaviour about information sharing varies [41]. Stone and Stone [82] ex-
plored the links between the personality of individuals and information privacy issues.
Gefen et al. [34] determined that personality has an impact on trust in virtual envi-
ronments. Moreover, past experiences of the user can have a crucial impact on their
trust level [58]. The personal perspective layer of the model will calculate the amount
of trust that the user requires in the application in order to share the information
or a specific part of it. This layer is based on the preferences of the owners of the
information. To formalize the proposed system, this research considers a scenario in
which a specific part of health information of a user has been requested by a spe-
cific application. In order to determine the privacy preferences of each user, various
factors should be considered and specific trust values need to be assigned. In the
following sections, these factors and the methodology of assigning the trust values
are presented.
4.2.1 Sensitivity of Information
Information sensitivity might differ for individuals [64, 67, 68]. For example, some
people share their information more than others. Formation of beliefs and behaviours
has roots in personality [11]. Research also suggests a relation between personality
traits and sensitivity of health information for individuals [28]. To facilitate the
subjectivity of the sensitivity of each piece of health information for users, we give
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the user the chance for decision making for each piece of information. The most
significant factors which have an impact on the calculation of the trust value are
explored in the following section.
Category of Information
The type of information requested is influential on an individual’s privacy concerns
and their willingness to share [84]. According to Gates and Whalen [33], people delib-
erately treat certain classes of information in a similar way. Accordingly, classifying
related information in the same cluster, enables the user to behave similarly towards
them. Consequently, in this research, health information is classified based on both
type and transformability (See table 4.3).
Some health information can alter over its lifetime. In our model, we used the
Apple HealthKit categories which fall into two main groups. The first group, “char-
acteristic data” refers to data which does not change over time such as gender, blood
type and date of birth. The second group of data is the that which has been collected
through the device and might change over time [5, 6].
Table 4.3: Information Categories
Characteristic Data Sample Data
Biological sex Vital signs
Blood type Sleep analysis
Date of birth Body measurements
Fitzpatrick skin type Fitness
Nutrition
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In our model, Cj represents different categories of information. For each category
of information, users would assign a “comfort” value for sharing each category of
information. This value would be between (-1,+1). The average value of the provided







For example, when Tracy assigns different comfort values for each type of her infor-
mation such as (Cfitness, Cvitalsign), Meancj would calculate the average comfort level.
This value is useful in section 4.3.
Purpose of use of information:
Recent studies in the Knowledge Management area highlight the need for the user to
have control over their information [69]. Put simply, the owners of the information
should have the answer to the question: “Who knows what” [69]. As well, the scope
of health care applications is as extensive as medicine itself [81]. Since personal infor-
mation sharing norms vary within different networked groups [29], in this research,
applications which are seeking information are categorized based on the purpose for
using that information. For instance, as current health status of individuals have a
personal impact on the sensitivity of information [15], users might be unwilling to
share their information for any purpose but personal health monitoring.
Considering existing applications in health care, the aim of the use of information
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can be categorized into at least one of several groups. The following groups are some
of the examples of these purposes.
• Personal Monitoring: A great portion of mHealth applications are designed to
monitor health status of the users [57].
• Public health Monitoring: Health applications can use people’s information for
the sake of improvement of the health status of another user.
• Research: Many mHealth applications are designed for medical research pur-
poses [57].
• Commercial Usage: The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) allows many businesses to have access to individual’s health informa-
tion [10]. It is obvious that there is a need to have access to an individual’s
health information for some businesses, such as insurance companies, however,
information should not be shared without consent, even for improving health
care delivery or ease of care.
• Governmental Usage: Ministry of health and long-term care may collect and
use personal health information [9].
In our model we use Ai to represent these categories, thus, for each application
depending on its purpose, Ai, would be an element of at least one of the following
sets:
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Depending on the personality and priorities of the users, they might be more or
less interested in sharing information for each purpose. For each purpose again, users
would assign a “comfort” value for sharing the information.








For example, when Tracy assigns different comfort values for each different purpose
of uses such as (PResearch, PPersonalmonitoring), MeanPk would calculate the average
comfort level. This value is useful in section 4.3.
This kind of classification not only helps the user to have control over their in-
formation, but also encourages them to allow the use of their information or part of
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it for a specific reason which they might disapprove of if they would need to make a
general consent.
Sensitivity Matrix
We use a matrix in order to represent and determine the relationships between var-
ious categories of information and purposes of use. In this mp×nc matrix, columns
represent categories and rows represent purposes. Each element of the matrix is the
minimum number of the assigned (by the user, but with some defaults) comfort value
for a specific purpose and category.
Sj,k = min(Cj, Pk)
Scj ,pk =

s1,1 s1,2 · · · s1,nc





smp,1 smp,2 · · · smp,nc

(4.4)
Through this matrix, the system is able to choose a specific part of information for
a specific purpose, instead of omitting a whole category of information. For example,
consider Tracy as a user. She is not willing to share her vital sign information with
an application which has commercial purposes. So, she gives a lower comfort rate to
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this purpose, therefore, her information won’t be shared with commercial application.
At the same time, she can share her information for research purposes.
If the purpose of the application which is asking for the information is unclear,







4.2.2 Td: Delay Time
Time plays a dominant role in the level of sensitivity of information [35]. Accordingly,
it is possible to say that level of sensitivity of the information decreases for the
owner as the interval of capturing information and sharing it increases. Consequently,
this factor is added in order to address the privacy of the user. Users can decide
on sharing part(s) of their information after a specific delay. This may result in a
decrease in sensitivity of information for the user. Users have 3 options for sharing,
representing different time periods before information is released. Depending on the
user’s preference, Td would be equal to:
Td =

1.5, if Share immediately
1, if Share after one week




S = f(C,P, Td) = Td ·

s1,1 s1,2 · · · s1,n





sm,1 sm,2 · · · sm,n

(4.7)
For example, if Tracy decides to share her information after a month, her trust level
increases.
4.3 Context Perspective
The second component of the model examines the context of a user at the time of
giving permission for sharing the information with regard to the requestor application.
In other word, this component of the model, calculates a trust rate for the requestor
application of information which is the amount of trust that already exists. The
criteria for this calculation are:
• Default Trust to the applications in question
• The application’s reputation based on its current rating
• Common friends in social networks using the application
• The person who suggested installation of the application, for example health
care provider versus an old friend
In the model, a higher amount of existing trust results in a lower sharing threshold.
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4.3.1 Default trust to each category and purpose
Since at the beginning there is no information on specific applications, the mean trust
value which was assigned by the user would be used as the sensitivity matrix. By
using this matrix, a basic trust threshold can be defined for each user. The mean is
chosen as a measure for central tendendancy, as it considers all comfort values in the
calculation in comparing to the mode and median.
C0= Default Trust value for all of the categories
P0= Default Trust value for all of the purposes
In order to optimize the trust value, the minimum value of C0 and P0 would be
selected as each element of the S0 matrix. By considering the minimum value, the
model would suggest more realistic decisions as it considers the lowest acceptable















min(C0, P0) min(C0, P0) · · · min(C0, P0)









Each element of this matrix is the minimun amount of C0 and P0. Minimun is chosen
to optimize the comfort levels in order the reflect the trust value.
4.3.2 Application Rating (public social)
Application distribution platforms let individuals buy and sell mobile applications.
Moreover, these platforms provide them an opportunity to share their experiences
through rating scores. User-driven quality assessment is possible using these feed-
backs. Higher application ratings have positive effects on download numbers and vice
versa [66]. This factor is considered in our model. Rv represents the rating score of
the application in our model, for a specific online rating of v. Considering who is
seeking for the application, Rv would have one of the following values:
Rv =

0.5, if v > average
1, if v < average
2, if v < 0
(4.10)
4.3.3 Social network friends
Friends and family have a potentially strong influence on people’s decision making
processes [79]. Likewise, when it comes to decision making in virtual communities
such as e-commerce, research suggests that individuals trust their family and friends
more than strangers [79]. As well, [46] recognizes that there is an increase in volume
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of traffic to retail websites through social networks such as MySpace and Facebook.
Accordingly, the factor of social networks added is considered in the formula. The
higher the number of friends who are using the same application is, the higher the
amount of trust in the application would be.
SNu represents the number of friends who are using the same application. Con-
sidering the number of friends in common SNu would value one of the followings:
SNu =

0.5, if u > 5 mutual friends
0.75, if 0 < u < 5 mutual friends
1, if u = 0 mutual friend
(4.11)
4.3.4 Installer of the Application:
In healthcare information systems, the relationship of the person who is asking for
the information to the owner of information can have a critical impact on the existing
level of trust between them [13]. For example, if a person involved in the patient
care suggests an application, the application in question is seen as potentially more
reliable. In our model, 3 scenarios are considered for installing an application. It
represents the source suggesting the application. Considering who is seeking for the
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application It would value one of the following:
It =

0.5, if Healthcare provider suggests
0.75, if Applications compatible with wearable technology
1, if Randomly downloaded application
(4.12)
4.3.5 Estimation of the Threshold
Considering all the factors discussed in section 4.3, calculated threshold would be:
TR = S0 ·Rv · SNu · It (4.13)
If the calculated trust value of the user is higher than the calculated threshold value,
then information would be shared for this category in this context.
TR < T (4.14)
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the B-Trust model was introduced. This model contains two main
components. The model categorizes the information and its purpose of use of them.
Then, the first component of the model calculates the trust level of the user for each
category of information as well as for each purpose. By creating a relation between
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information categories and purposes, the model calculates trust value of the first
component.
The second component of the model, calculates the trust threshold of each re-
quester application. Application rating, recommender of application and mutual so-
cial network users are influential in the calculation
At last, each category of information would have a trust value for each purpose.
At the same time, each application requestor has a trust threshold for each category
of information and its purpose of use of them. Trust decision is made by comparing
these two values. If trust value is higher than the threshold, the information would be
shared. Otherwise, the requestor application cannot have access to the information.
In the next chapter, different examples (consideration of different personalities




Generally, the output of the model described in chapter 4 depends on 3 variables: the
user, the user’s context and the application which is requesting the information. In
this chapter, in order to enhance understandability, we present various examples of
personalities, situations and applications with reference to the model. We continue
by providing 4 example scenarios. Lastly, we examine the proposed trust model in
these scenarios.
5.1 Various Agents
Personality and characteristics of people have a crucial impact on their decision mak-
ing. In order to make allowances for this, in this experiment we divide the user
agents to three main categories: optimistic, pessimistic and realistic. In the following
sections each category is described:
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Optimist
An optimist believes in the best outcome in all the situations and expects the best
results in everything [56]. In our examples, an optimist always selects the maximum
trust value.
Pessimist
The pessimist expects the worst outcome in any situation. Therefore, the pessimistic
agent selects the minimum trust value in all situations [56].
Realist
In reality, most people are some place between the two extremes. This situation can
be also applied to agents. For the sake of simplicity in this paper, we randomly choose
from intervals within the 4 quartiles in the spectrum from optimist to the pessimist.
5.2 Pool of Applications
In healthcare environments, various applications with different characteristics exist.
This section looks at applications with these different characteristics:
Application α
Application α has the following characteristics:
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• It needs to have access to nutrition information, fitness information and vital
signs.
• It uses information for commercial purposes, research purposes and also personal
health monitoring.
• It has been rated less than average of rating of the similar applications by the
mobile users.
Application β
Application β has the following characteristics:
• This application needs access to sleep analysis information and nutrition infor-
mation.
• It uses information for research purposes, personal health monitoring and public
health.
• It has been rated higher than average of rating of the similar applications by
the mobile users.
Application γ
Application γ has the following characteristics:
• This application needs access to sleep analysis information and vital signs.
• It uses information for research purposes and personal health monitoring
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• The rating of the application is not specified. (Consequently, it is considered
that the application does not have any rating.)
Application δ
Application δ has the following characteristics:
• This application needs access to all of health types of health information
• It uses information for research purpose, commercial uses and personal health
monitoring
• This application has been rated negatively.
5.3 Various Situations
Although personality plays a significant role in decision making other factors, includ-
ing the experiences of the user or their state of mind can affect judgment. To clarify,
if the model works as expected in various situations, we test the model in 4 different
scenarios. In this part, we examine our model using different scenarios as use case ex-
amples. Furthermore, different user personalities and various applications have been
considered.
Examining model in various situations and considering different users with differ-
ent personalities, demonstrates the usability of the model in different scenarios.
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5.3.1 Scenario 1– Installing Random Applications
Tracy was browsing health care applications on the app store. One of the diet appli-
cations interested her and she installed it on her device. She did not have any past
information about this application, no one has suggested it and none of her friends
are using this application. This application needs to have access to her fitness and
nutrition information.
5.3.2 Scenario 2 – Various Rated Applications
Steve is a tech savvy person. He reads reviews of applications and downloads many
health apps onto his device. Rating of the applications is the most effective reason for
him to decide to download the application or not. Furthermore, he is willing to share
his information for research purposes or for monitoring his own health. However,
Steve is not interested in sharing for commercial uses. Recently, he has sleeping
problems. He is looking for a sleep analysis application to install.
5.3.3 Scenario 3– Installing Applications Suggested by Trusted
Persons
Bob goes to a walk in clinic to consult his doctor because of his sleeping problem.
After discussing the issue and symptoms of Bob, the doctor recommends that he
starts using a new wearable device in order to analyse his sleep information. This
smart device allows Bob’s doctor real time access to information and sleep tracking.
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Bob needs to install the compatible application with this device on his phone in order
to be able to send the information in addition to wearing the device every night when
he sleeps. This application allows researchers to access to the information with a
built in delay, in addition to Bob’s doctor.
5.3.4 Scenario 4- Share Everything
During the past few months Julia had different cardinal symptoms. Her doctor asked
her to use a wearable device, in order to monitor her and diagnose her disease. As
a result, she is very nervous about her condition, she downloads many applications
randomly to share her information with. She did not pay attention to the purpose of
which application asks for her information. She expects that all of her information
will be shared in order to get faster results.
5.4 Mathematical Analysis
In order to illustrate how the model works, in this section we briefly analysis the
model for the scenarios outlined above.
Scenario 1.
In the first scenario, we consider Tracy to be an optimist. Therefore, she assigns a
higher trust value for sharing information. Table 5.1 represents the trust values she
assigned for each purpose and category.
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Table 5.1: Trust Values Assigned by Tracy
Information Category Trust value Purpose Trust value
Vital signs 0.81 Research 0.22
Sleep analysis 0.32 Personal monitoring 0.31
Body measurements 0.46 Public health 0.46
Fitness 0.22 Commercial Usage 0.51
Nutrition 0.33 Governmental usage 0.73
In the sensitivity matrix we have the minimum amount between each category and
purpose, therefore:
S = f(C,P ) =

0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
0.31 0.31 0.31 0.22 0.31
0.46 0.32 0.46 0.22 0.33
0.51 0.32 0.46 0.22 0.33
0.73 0.32 0.46 0.22 0.33

(5.1)
td = 1.5 (5.2)
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Based on equation 5.1 and equation 5.2, the trust matrix would be:
Sm,n =

V italSigns SleepAnalysis Bodymeasurements F itness Nutrition
Research 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
PersonalMonitoring 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.33 0.46
PublicHealth 0.69 0.48 0.69 0.33 0.49
CommercialUsage 0.76 0.48 0.69 0.33 0.49
GovernmentalUsage 1.09 0.48 0.69 0.33 0.49

(5.3)
We consider that that application α is the application which Tracy has down-











Pk) = min(0.428, 0.444) = 0.428 (5.4)
S = f(C,P ) =

0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428




Rv = 1 (5.6)
SNu = 1 (5.7)
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It = 1 (5.8)
Then, the threshold matrix would be:
TR =

0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428
0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428

(5.9)
Specific parts of information for specific purposes are expected to be shared if
the value of corresponding member of sensitivity matrix is higher than the value
of corresponding member in the threshold matrix. Therefore, fitness information
won’t be shared since the trust value is less than the threshold. However, nutrition
information and vital signs information will be shared since for the purpose in which
application α using this information, trust value is higher than the threshold.
0.33 < 0.428→ Do not share (5.10)
0.46 > 0.428→ Share vital signs information for personal monitoring (5.11)
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Table 5.2: Trust Values Assigned by Steve
Information Category Trust value Purpose Trust value
Vital signs -0.31 Research -0.22
Sleep analysis -0.68 Personal monitoring 0.11
Body measurements 0.23 Public health -0.47
Fitness -0.46 Commercial Usage -0.86
Nutrition -0.33 Governmental usage -0.59
Scenario 2
In the second scenario, we consider Steve to be a pessimist. He does not give high
trust values to the application. Therefore, he assigns the following trust values as
noted in table 5.2.
In the sensitivity matrix we have the minimum amount between each category and
purpose, therefore:
S = f(C,P ) =

−0.31 −0.68 −0.22 −0.46 −0.33
−0.31 −0.68 0.11 −0.46 −0.33
−0.47 −0.68 −0.47 −0.47 −0.47
−0.86 −0.86 −0.86 −0.86 −0.86
−0.59 −0.68 −0.59 −0.59 −0.59

(5.12)
Steve decides to share his information after one week.
td = 1 (5.13)
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Then the trust matrix would be:
Sm,n =

V italSigns SleepAnalysis Bodymeasurements F itness Nutrition
Research −0.31 −0.68 −0.22 −0.46 −0.33
PersonalMonitoring −0.31 −0.68 0.11 −0.46 −0.33
PublicHealth −0.47 −0.68 −0.47 −0.47 −0.47
CommercialUsage −0.86 −0.86 −0.86 −0.86 −0.86
GovernmentalUsage −0.59 −0.68 −0.59 −0.59 −0.59

(5.14)
We consider that that application β is the application which Steve has installed.











Pk) = min(−0.31,−0.406) = −0.406 (5.15)
S = f(C,P ) =

−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406




Rv = 1 (5.17)
SNu = 1 (5.18)
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It = 1 (5.19)
The the threshold matrix would be:
TR =

−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406
−0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406 −0.406

(5.20)
Again, by comparing matrix elements, a recommended decision for information
sharing can be made.
− 0.68 < −0.406→ Do not share (5.21)
− 0.33 > −0.406→ Share nutrition information for research (5.22)
laberlnut2− 0.33 > −0.406→ Share nutrition information for personal monitoring
(5.23)
− 0.47 < −0.406→ Do not share nutrition information (5.24)
The calculated trust value is less than threshold for nutrition information (equation
5.22), these information for research purposes and personal monitoring. However,
these information won’t be shared as application β uses them for public health pur-
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Table 5.3: Trust Values Assigned by Bob
Information Category Trust value Purpose Trust value
Vital signs 0.16 Research 0.26
Sleep analysis 0.18 Personal monitoring 0.21
Body measurements 0.28 Public health -0.39
Fitness 0.02 Commercial Usage 0.32
Nutrition - 0.11 Governmental usage -0.16
poses. Trust value of nutrition information for this value is less than calculated
threshold. For the same reason, sleep analysis information won’t be shared with the
application β.
Scenario3.
In the third scenario, we consider Bob considered to be a realistic. Consequently, he
assigns moderate trust values for sharing his information. Moreover, as he realizes
the importance of time of sharing with his doctor he agrees to immediate share of his
information. Table 5.3 represents the trust values she assigned for each purpose and
category.
In the sensitivity matrix we have the minimum amount between each category and
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purpose, therefore:
S = f(C,P ) =

0.16 0.18 0.26 0.02 −0.11
0.16 0.18 0.21 0.02 −0.11
−0.39 −0.39 −0.39 −0.39 −0.39
0.16 0.18 0.28 0.02 −0.11
−0.16 −0.16 −0.16 −0.16 −0.16

(5.25)
td = 1.5 (5.26)
Then the trust matrix from equation 4.9 would be:
Sm,n =

V italSigns SleepAnalysis Bodymeasurements F itness Nutrition
Research 0.24 0.27 0.39 0.03 −0.16
PersonalMonitoring 0.24 0.27 0.31 0.03 −0.16
PublicHealth −0.58 −0.58 −0.58 −0.58 −0.58
CommercialUsage 0.24 0.27 0.42 0.03 −0.16
GovernmentalUsage −0.24 −0.24 −0.24 −0.24 −0.24

(5.27)
We consider that application γ is the application which Bob’s doctor has suggested











Pk) = min(0.106, 0.048) = 0.106 (5.28)
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S = f(C,P ) =

0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106
0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106
0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106
0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106




Rating of the application considered less than average.
Rv = 1 (5.30)
Also, none of Bob’s friends are using this application.
SNu = 1 (5.31)
Finally, as the application has been suggested by the health care provider we have:
It = 0.5 (5.32)




0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053
0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053
0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053
0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053
0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053

(5.33)
Specific parts of information for specific purposes are expected to be shared if the
value of corresponding member of sensitivity matrix is higher than the value of cor-
responding member in the threshold matrix. In this scenario, as the requester of the
information is the health care provider, it is expected that sleep analysis informa-
tion be shared. As we know application γ is asking for sleep analysis information in
addition to vital sign information.
0.27 > 0.053→ Share sleep analysis information for personal monitoring
(5.34)
0.27 > 0.053→ Share sleep analysis information for research (5.35)
Scenario 4.
In the fourth scenario Julia is devastated and she downloaded many different appli-
cations. In this case it is expected by Julia that her information be shared with her
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Table 5.4: Trust Values Assigned by Julia
Information Category Trust value Purpose Trust value
Vital signs 0.98 Research 0.8
Sleep analysis 0.93 Personal monitoring 0.94
Body measurements 0.84 Public health 0.93
Fitness 0.30 Commercial Usage 0.7
Nutrition 0.21 Governmental usage 0.52
doctor immediately. On the other hand, as Julia has downloaded random applica-
tions, it is expected that the model only shares information with those applications
which are asking for monitoring purposes. Julia has cardinal symptoms, consequently
she only needs to share her vital sign information with the other applications. In this
scenario, as Julia shares everything, she is considered to be optimist person for the
purpose of this example. Therefore, she relatively assigns a higher trust value for
sharing information. Table 5.4 represents the trust values she assigned for each pur-
pose and category.
In the sensitivity matrix we have the minimum amount between each category and
purpose, therefore:
S = f(C,P ) =

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.21
0.94 0.93 0.84 0.30 0.21
0.93 0.93 0.84 0.30 0.21
0.70 0.70 0.70 0.30 0.21




td = 1.5 (5.37)
Then the trust matrix based on equation 4.7 would be:
Sm,n =

V italSigns SleepAnalysis Bodymeasurements F itness Nutrition
Research 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.45 0.31
PersonalMonitoring 1.41 1.39 1.26 0.45 0.31
PublicHealth 1.39 1.39 1.26 0.45 0.31
CommercialUsage 1.05 1.05 1.05 0.45 0.31
GovernmentalUsage 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.45 0.31

(5.38)
We consider that that application γ is the application which Julia’s doctor rec-











Pk) = min(0.652, 0.778) = 0.652 (5.39)
S = f(C,P ) =

0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652




Rv = 1 (5.41)
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SNu = 1 (5.42)
Since Julia’s doctor suggested this application, then:
It = 0.5 (5.43)
Then the threshold matrix based on equation 4.13 would be:
TR =

0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326
0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326
0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326
0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326
0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326 0.326

(5.44)
In this scenario since the downloaded application has been recommended by Julia’s
doctor, the threshold is low in spite of the fact that the application’s rating is not
specified. As:
1.41 > 0.326→ Share sleep analysis information for research (5.45)
1.2 > 0.326→ Share vital signs information for personal monitoring (5.46)
As we expected, the requested information would be shared with this application.
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Scenario 5.
In the fourth scenario, in addition to the application γ, which was recommended
by Julia’s doctor, she downloaded several applications randomly. As was mentioned
before, because of Julia’s anxiety she did not put any effort into finding “good”
applications. Here, we consider that she downloaded application δ. It is expected
that the trust model should be able to recognize that this application does not need
to have access to all Julia’s information. Also, it would not be surprising if the model
does not let Julia share her information. Julia’s trust value for information sharing
are mentioned in Table 5.4. Therefore, her sensitivity matrix based on equation 4.7
would be:
S = f(C,P ) =

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.21
0.94 0.93 0.84 0.30 0.21
0.93 0.93 0.84 0.30 0.21
0.70 0.70 0.70 0.30 0.21
0.52 0.52 0.52 0.30 0.21

(5.47)
td = 1.5 (5.48)
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Then the trust matrix based on equation 4.9 would be:
Sm,n =

V italSigns SleepAnalysis Bodymeasurements F itness Nutrition
Research 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.45 0.31
PersonalMonitoring 1.41 1.39 1.26 0.45 0.31
PublicHealth 1.39 1.39 1.26 0.45 0.31
CommercialUsage 1.05 1.05 1.05 0.45 0.31
GovernmentalUsage 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.45 0.31

(5.49)











Pk) = min(0.652, 0.778) = 0.652 (5.50)
S = f(C,P ) =

0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652
0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652




Rv = 2 (5.52)
SNu = 1 (5.53)
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It = 1 (5.54)
Then the threshold matrix based on the equation 4.13 would be:
TR =

1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

(5.55)
As we can, the application does not let Julia to share her information for most of
the purposes. However, her sleep analysis information would be shared with the
application. The reason is that, she assigned higher trust values for her sleep analysis
information.
1.39 > 1.3→ Share sleep analysis information for research (5.56)
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we provided 5 example scenarios to illustrate how the B-Trust model,
proposed in chapter 4, works. In these examples, users have different personalities.
Also, the requester applications are various.
The results of each example explain the working process of the model with regard
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to the requester application and user.
In the next chapter, we introduce the “trust reasoning” application which is built





Impact of the Trust-reasoning
Interface on Users
This chapter discusses the evaluation phase of the proposed model in order to verify its
usability and understandability. For this aim, we designed an interface, which reflects
various aspects of the model. The model was examined through the “trust-reasoning”
interface in an experiment. The study aimed to illustrate the understandability of the
model, the level of the satisfaction of the user as well as the clarity of its difference
in comparison to current frameworks.
The experiment was submitted and approved by the Research Ethics Board at
UOIT on May 1st 2016 under REB 15-106.
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6.1 Use of User Study as an Evaluation Method
A large body of work on use of trust models for different contexts has been previously
done. To the best of our knowledge, evaluation methods for most of these models were
limited to simulation studies. The simulation process is effective, whilst the goal of
the study is capturing differences of specific performances of an element between two
or more models. However, these methods of evaluation do not include the opinion of
the user about the trust models or their understandability. Looking at the issue from
a privacy perspective, the user’s opinion on the ability of the machine to represent
their preferences has great importance, and cannot be examined through simulation.
To this end, we designed a user study through which the opinion of users regarding
the trust model can be captured.
6.2 Evaluation Goals
The intention of carrying out the initial experiment was to investigate the performance
of the model from the user’s perspective. More specifically, the study was designed to
explore the impact of the use of the trust-reasoning interface on the user and determine
whether the differences between this interface and other interfaces is recognizable by
the user or not. Moreover, the study examines the impact of the application on the
user’s awareness of privacy.
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6.3 Application Design and Developement
Aiming to illustrate the working process of the model, an application example has
been developed based on the proposed trust model. This application is developed
on iOS 10.11.15 with the Swift programming language, for iPhones. Through the
first three screens, the application collects some information in order to be able to
calculate the trust level of the user for sharing health information. On the last screen,
users are shown their trust level. It is also possible for them to edit their information
at this stage. The following section explains input and output of each screen.
6.3.1 User Interface
The user interface was designed to gather basic information from users regarding their
priorities for information sharing, to allow our model calculate their level of trust in
other circumstances. It also illustrates to the users their level of trust. [80]’s guideline
suggests the following five main principles for displaying the data.
• Consistency in data display,
• Efficient information assimilation by the user,
• Minimal memory load on the user,
• Compatibility of data display with data,
• Flexibility for user control of data display,
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6.3.2 User Interface Design Criteria
Visualization has great impact on improving simplicity [77]. To meet the principles
of [80] as well as boosting clarity and simplicity, categories of information and the
purposes of information use are represented by symbolic icons. Table 6.1 shows the
icons which were used in the interface.
Table 6.1: Explanation of icons were used in the interface
Icons Explanations Icons Explanations
Vital signs Information Monitoring Personal health
Fitness Information Monitoring Public health
Sleep Information Research
Body measurement information Commercial
Nutrition Information Governmental
Use of sliders for capturing data results in ease of use in addition to clarity of





From the main interaction styles, direct manipulation was chosen. The direct ma-
nipulation interaction style is easier to learn and reduces errors in comparison to the
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Figure 6.1: A screen shot of vital signs information slider
other methods [77]. Symbolic icons are placed on the slider to point the level of trust
for each piece of information. Different levels of trust are shown by various colors on
the slider. Color selection aims to resemble the risk of sharing. Using symbolic icons
on a colorized slider, results in faster and easier interaction. An example of such a
slider, that is designed for the trust reasoning application, is shown in figure 6.1. The
slider has the ability of capturing various values on a spectrum.
Screen 1- Figure 6.2
The first screen of the application is designed to capture user’s comfort level for
sharing their health information. Through sliders, users are able to input their comfort
level. The higher the comfort level, the higher probability of sharing might be. The
application notifies the user of higher risks by changing the color of the slider (figure
6.2).
Screen 2- Figure 6.2
In the second screen of the application users are asked to show their comfort level for
sharing their health information for different purposes. Users can choose their level
of comfort through sliders. Similar to information sliders, purpose sliders are able to
notify user the risk of sharing by changing their color. (Figure 6.2)
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Figure 6.2: The “category of information” input screen
Screen 3- Figure 6.4
This is the last screen in which users are asked to input values. At this screen time
delays for sharing the application with the third party are asked from the user. Users
have the option to share their information between immediately and, up to one month
after the time that information was collected.
Screen 4- Figure 6.5
Based on the captured information through the last three screens, the application
calculates the trust level of the users for sharing their information. The fourth screen,
represents the results. If the user presses any of information buttons, the trust level
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Figure 6.3: The “purpose of information” input screen
of each purpose appears on the sliders. It is possible for users to edit their threshold
at this stage by using sliders.
The input of the users to the first three pages of the application is their comfort
level for sharing. The application calculates a trust level for each purpose category
based on these comfort levels. Using comfort levels, the device can better reason
about a situation and suggest a decision. More specifically, the trust-reasoning appli-
cation uses these comfort level to suggest trust value for the first component of the
application.
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Figure 6.4: The delay time input screen
6.4 Methodology
6.4.1 Experimental Environment
The study was conducted in person at UOIT. The experiment was designed as a
single session study and participants were not required to perform any task outside
of the session. Also, there was no special requirement from the participants. An
experimenter was in the room at all time.
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Figure 6.5: Fourth screen- Results
6.4.2 Participants
Data was collected from a total of 44 participants. The age of the sample population
ranged from 18 to 34. Participants were enrolled voluntarily and did not receive any
compensation. Invitation letters were distributed on campus to invite students to
participate in the study. Participating students were recruited from various majors
and levels of study.
6.4.3 Procedure
A within-participant study was adopted and each participant interacted with trust
reasoning application and Apple Health interface. The order participants were in-
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teracting with applications was counterbalanced to account for any possible learning
effect that may occur. In total, data was collected from 44 participants.
The letter of invitation, shown in Appendix 7.1, was distributed in the university
in order to attract students to participate in the study. Participants were welcomed
to the laboratory and a summary of the procedure were explained to them. After the
explanation of the tasks, consent was obtained. Once they had no further questions,
participants were shown the interface followed by a questionnaire. In the second part
they were shown the trust-reasoning application which is based on the proposed model
and at the first screen they were asked to illustrate their level of comfort for sharing
each category of information through the slider. The help button was designed in
order to clarify the meaning of the icons for the users. Through the second screen,
users were asked how comfortable they were for sharing their information for each
purpose, followed by the third screen in which participants were able to illustrate
their preferred time of sharing. The last screen illustrates, based on their input, what
is their trust level for each category and purpose. Following this, participants were
asked to fill out the last questionnaire.
Apple Health Questionnaire
In order to collect data regarding the experience of the user with the healthcare
applications, a questionnaire was used. The questionnaire was designed to provide
context on participants experience to better interpret the findings of the experiment,
and involved 9 questions. The first two questions addressed the age and gender. The
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Figure 6.6: Example of Apple HealthKit interface
following seven questions referred to the participant’s opinion on privacy of health
information and their experience with apple health interface. Appendix 7.2 shows
the questionnaire.
Trust reasoning App Questionnaire
In order to determine the satisfaction of the user with the experiment the second ques-
tionnaire shown in Appendix 7.3 was designed. This questionnaire aims to quantify
the level of user satisfaction with trust-reasoning application. Moreover, the ques-
tionnaire highlights the clarity of differences of the proposed interface to the current
one. This questionnaire involved 11 questions, the first two questions addressed the
age and gender and the following seven questions are similar to the Apple Health
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questionnaire referring to the participant’s experience with the trust-reasoning inter-
face. This questionnaire, has also two additional questions regarding the performance
of the application. These questions focus on clarity of the application performance
based on the model.
6.4.4 Questionnaire Design
In (Q1) participants were asked about their perception of privacy in regard to their
health information. The purpose of this question was to examine the relationship
between the framework that participants use and their perception about privacy.
(Q2), (Q3) and (Q5) investigate the relationship between the application that users
are using and their comfort level for collection and sharing of their information. (Q4)
and (Q9) are interested in user’s opinion about the application that they are using.
This is important for estimation of user satisfaction. Through (Q6) and (Q7), it is
possible to find out the user’s satisfaction regarding the beneficiary of the application.
Lastly (Q8) asks about the clarity of the application performance for users.
6.4.5 Results
For both applications, 44 users answered questions based on a 5-point Likert scale
based on level of agreement for each question. Survey results for the first question
showed that participant’s perception of privacy is significantly higher in using the
first trust reasoning application than the old interface. This is shown in the following
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Table 6.2: Likert scale answers
Q1 Privacy of my information is very important for me.
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 disagree
1 Strongly disgree
ANOVA analysis in which the parametric assumptions were satisfied.
A two condition analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 2, (Trust reasoning App vs
Apple App) x 7 (question types) repeated measures conducted on the user’s prefer-
ence was performed (Figure 6.7). There was a significant main effect of application
(F(1,43)=29.84,p <0.001) such that the trust reasoning application had a higher sat-
isfaction than the Apple application. There was also a significant main effect of
question type (F(6,43)=35.11,p <0.001). However, the results show that there is no
significant interaction between applications and questions (F(6,43)=0.434,p <0.001).
Following the significant main effects of the questions factors, we conducted a post
hoc pairwise t-tests using the false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple com-
parison. There was no significant difference in the post-hoc t-test between the mean
response level of the following questions: 1 vs7, 4vs 6, 2 vs 5, 5 vs 5, 5 vs 6, 6 vs 7,
4 vs 5 and 2 vs 4. Between all other questions there was a significant difference in
response, which is shown in Table 6.4.
An important difference was captured between question 1 (mean response = 4.23)
and 6 (mean response= 3.61 ) for which there was a significant difference (p < 0.05)
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Figure 6.7: Description of ANOVA- App 1: Trust-reasoning, App 2: Apple Health-
Figure illustrates that the score mean of all answers for Trust reasoning application
is higher than Apple application. Score of answers to question 3 has the lowest mean.
due to the fact this question showed important qualitative difference in the apps.
Figure 6.8 represents the interaction between the application used by a user (x-axis)
and the average in the reported answers for each application. It is clear from figure
6.8 that there is a decrease in the response level, i.e, users had a higher degree of
satisfaction with the trust reasoning application.
6.5 Discussion
The goal of this study was to investigate the user’s opinion on the privacy of collection
and sharing of their health information. We compared the Apple-like interface for
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Table 6.4: Correlation (Pearson’s R) of Questions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 2.2e− 07 − − − − − − −
3 < 2e− 16 5.0e− 10 − − − − −
4 1.5e− 06 0.6917 3.7e− 11 − − − − −
5 6.9e− 05 0.2545 1.2e− 13 0.4341 − − − −
6 0.0040 0.0278 < 2e− 16 0.0676 0.3017 − − −
7 0.0676 0.0011 < 2e− 16 0.0040 0.0366 0.3017 − −
8 0.3693 2.3e− 07 < 2e− 16 1.3e− 06 3.0e− 05 0.0011 0.0177 −
9 0.0998 0.0133 2.5e− 14 0.0291 0.1229 0.4814 0.8630 0.0278
health application to the trust-reasoning app which represents the B-trust model
introduced in chapter 4 through a user study. The study aimed to answer the following
questions:
• RQ1: Privacy of my information is very important for me.
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on user’s comprehensiveness
about privacy.
H1 The Trust reasoning Application has a positive impact on user’s compre-
hensiveness about privacy.
• RQ2 I feel safe when my phone collects my information.
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on the user’s comfort level
for collection of their health data by their smart phone.
H1 The Trust reasoning Application does have a positive impact on the user’s
comfort level for collection of their health data by their smart phone.
• RQ3 I feel comfortable while I am sharing my information with the applications
that I have no knowledge of them.
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Figure 6.8: Description of MEAN Analysis - App 1: Trust-reasoning, App 2: Apple
Health
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on the user’s comfort level
for sharing their health data with the third party applications.
H1 The Trust reasoning application does have a positive impact on the user’s
comfort level for sharing their health data with the third party applications.
• RQ4 I am satisfied with the current method of sharing of my information.
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on the user’s comfort level
for sharing their health information.
H1 The Trust reasoning Application does have a positive impact on the user’s
comfort level for sharing their health information.
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• RQ5 I feel that I have control over sharing my information.
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on the user’s knowledge about
their information behaviors towards health applications.
H1 The trust reasoning application does have a positive impact on the user’s
knowledge about their information behaviors towards health applications.
• RQ6 I feel sharing my information is beneficial for my own health.
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on the user’s perception about
the benefit of smartphones for their own health.
H1 The Trust reasoning application does have a positive impact on the user’s
perception about the benefit of smartphones for their own health.
• RQ7 I feel sharing my information is beneficial for improvements in public
health.
H0 The Apple Health does have a positive impact on the user’s perception about
the benefit of smartphones for improvements in public health.
H1 The Trust reasoning application does have a positive impact on the user’s
perception about the benefit of smartphones for improvements in public health.
• RQ8 I understand how these interfaces work.
H0 Performance of the trust-reasoning application and how it addresses privacy
is not clear for the user.
H1 Performance of the trust-reasoning application and how it addresses privacy
is clear for the user.
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• RQ9 I am going to use these interfaces.
H0 User has low preferences in using trust-reasoning application.
H1 User has high preferences in using trust-reasoning application.
Each participant interacted with two applications and answered the same 7 ques-
tions for each study. Participants answered two additional questions about the trust-
reasoning application. We found that participants had a higher level of satisfaction
when they are using trust-reasoning application.
Analysis of the mean of the user’s answers, illustrates that user’s comprehensive-
ness of privacy of health information is high using both applications. The study
showed that after using the trust-reasoning application they have a higher perception
of privacy. The study showed that there is no interaction between the questions and
applications. This points out that result of the study was dependent only on the
change of application type (independent variable). Participants’ mean of answer for
the third question was the lowest, which shows that the user’s willingness for sharing
with an unknown third party application is low. However, users have a higher will-
ingness for sharing with the application. Question 8 illustrates that the performance
of the model was clear for the participants, also in comparison to other questions,
participants reported a higher degree of agreement for this question. (Figure 6.9).
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The validity of this study is limited by participant selection. As the study was
conducted on campus, participants age were between 18 to 44 years old. However,
many users of mHealth are older adults. Also culture and education of the participants
might have been effective in the study. In the future, these types of experiments should
be conducted with recruiting participants from various cultures.
Furthermore, it is also possible that past experiences of the participants with
Apple Health application has effect on the study. Moreover, user’s medical history
as well as user’s immidiate family member’s medical history can have impact on
decision making process of the user. Design and use of a similar interface to the Apple
application instead of using the Apple application itself can reduce this confounding
effect of the study.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, an iOS application which is designed based on the B-Trust model is
introduced. The application has four screens, of which the first three collects infor-
mation regarding the sharing preferences of each category of information, different
purpose of the collected information, and time delays. The last screen, presents the
calculated trust level derived from the user.
To evaluate the model presented in chapter 4, a repeated measures study was
designed based on the user’s preferences.
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A two-way condition (Trust reasoning App) and (Apple App) for the seven same
questions repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the user’s preference. Results
showed that users have higher mean level of satisfaction with the trust-reasoning
application (mean response level = 3.54) vs the Apple app (mean response level =
3.2 ) across all the questions, which indicates that users are able to understand the
performance of the trust model based on the application.





We have shown that the B-Trust Model for designing the trust reasoning application
was more successful in eliciting a higher level trust in comparison to the Apple app
and it was more trustworthy from the user’s perspective. For future work we aim to
use a more advanced trust model.
7.1 Research Contributions
In this thesis, we discussed the current information systems in mHealth from privacy
aspect. After highlighting the gaps in research in this area, weaknesses and strengths
of the current systems were mentioned.
To address these issues, we introduced the B-trust model in chapter 4. The model
is consist of two main components. The first component calculates the trust value
for different categories of information for each user. Purpose of use of information
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and time of sharing of the information is also considered in this calculation. The
second component of the model, calculates the trust value of the requestor application.
Rating of the application and its recommender are some of the factors which are
influential in this valuation.
In chapter 5, to enhance understandability of the working process of the model,
different scenarios were provided. These scenarios examine model in different con-
texts. Also it considers the variety of personalities of the users. The examination
demonstrates the model’s usibility in different situation for various people.
In chapter 6, the trust reasoning application is introduced. This application is
developed based on the B- trust model. The application has four screens. The
first three screens are used to collect information from the user. The last screen
represents the results. The application is examined in an experiment. The experiment
was conducted at UOIT and 44 were participated. Results showed that users have
higher satisfaction from privacy aspect using trust reasoning application. Results also
illustrated that use of trust reasoning application contributes to higher awareness of
privacy in compare to the Apple Health interface.
7.2 Future Work
There are a number of future research directions related to this topic:
• The proposed trust model for mHealth can be generalized for use in any infor-
mation sharing scenario not specifically for healthcare.
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• Also, a compatible extension of the application with smart watches can be built.
• Currently, in the B-trust model time factor represents the delay time between
data collection and sharing. It is also important that consider the time of the
availability of the information to the requestor. For example, the model gives
access to the information to the requestor application for a week.
• Using machine learning techniques, the user’s device can learn the comfort level
of the users based on their behaviour and suggest sharing decisions based on
that.
7.3 Conclusion
In this thesis, we investigated potential privacy issues in mobile healthcare area,
and proposed a trust model which calculates the required trust value of information
sharing between health care mobile applications, in relation to the existing amount of
trust. By employing a trust model, we believe we can be proactive and prevent sharing
parts of the information which put the privacy of the user in danger, whilst also giving
ultimate control to the user. Moreover, by categorizing the information and purpose
of use, we aim to provide an opportunity for sharing for different purposes. The
model was evaluated theoretically through examination in several scenarios. Based
on the model, an iOS application is designed and implemented which expresses the
features of the B-trust model. We carried out a study to examine the model using
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the application. Results showed that users have higher satisfaction using the trust





Figure 7.1: Appendix 1- Invitation Letter
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Figure 7.2: Appendix 2- Apple Questionnaire
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Figure 7.3: Appendix 3- BTHealth Application Questionnaire
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Figure 7.4: Appendix 3- BTHealth Application Questionnaire- Page 2
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